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ABSTRACT
This study investigates the correlation between U.S.
domestic air travelers and patterns of air travel purchase 
within the U.S air travel industry. Influences on the
patterns of air travel purchase involve 1) demographic
characteristics of travelers 2) benefits to the customer 3)
customer attitude toward service providers' performances
within the air travel distribution channels (defined as
airlines, web-based travel agents, and traditional travel
agents and 4) information sources used to select and book a
flight for business and leisure trips.
Results demonstrate that there is no correlation
between loyal pattern and traveler demographics. No
correlation was reported between service providers'
benefits and travelers' choices of providers. And also,
there is no correlation between service providers'
performances and travelers' choices of providers. The last
result involves information sources. The finding shows that
Internet is not the most popular source of information for
travelers to select and book a flight. Recommendations for
travel agents are included and suggestions for future
studies are discussed.
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CHAPTER ONEINTRODUCTION
BackgroundThe Internet appears to be playing a role in the re­structuring of some traditional business sectors in whichsome organizations profit and some decline. One sectorsignificantly affected is the travel industry, particularlytravel agencies. In the U.S. air travel distributionindustry, travel agents are the traditional intermediary between the airline companies and the air traveler.Typically,, end-users passengers purchase their airlinetickets from travel agents, online services or service providers, who provide travel information, travel planning, and personal assistance. The emergence of the Internetdrastically changes the situation. It allows traditionalchannel intermediaries' to be by-passed by suppliersreaching out to end customer directly. The common term usedto describe this process is disintermediation.Traditional travel agencies are being subjected toincreased competition from virtual on-line travel agenciesor so-called cybermediaries and airline direct services.Cybermediaries do not possess traditional retail outlets
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but exist predominantly on the Web. In addition, airlinecompanies and travel wholesalers are beginning to market their products directly to the consumer via their websites.According to the Travel Industry Association ofAmerica (2001), more than 59 million Internet users in theUnited States went online last year to gather information or to check prices and schedules, growing 395% over thepast three years. Of that group, 25 million actuallypurchased travel products or services online, a 384%increase from 1997. Other research also supports the scenario that more travelers are logging on to the Internetfor travel information, trip planning, and onlinereservations and purchasing of travel products and services(Zongqing Zhou, 2004).In the past, the travel agent was the intermediary whointerpreted a confusing array of rules and fare-tables,usually through a direct terminal connected to the airlinesystem. Today, most people have direct Internet access toairlines with the complete array of schedules and fares.Some airlines provide a discount for purchase directlythrough the Internet, to eliminate the cost of theintermediary. To prove their value, many airline web siteseven provide a list of alternatives (with perhaps low
2
fares) from, other airlines.This project addresses the occurrence and impact ofdisintermediation and reintermediation in the U.S. airtravel distribution industry. It describes the threat of disintermediation to traditional travel agents by twopowerful new competitors enabled by e-commercetechnologies: airline direct services and travelcybermediaries. It also addresses the background of the distribution in the air travel industry, the major channelplayers involved in the U.S. air travel distributionindustry, the major changes that have taken place withinthe industry, and provides a practical guide and frameworkfor traditional .travel agents to help them better cope withthe future.
Statement of ProblemsThe U.S. air travel industry has always been aninteresting industry to observe because of the way it hasused information technology (IT) consistently forcompetitive advantage. Airlines started with reservationsystems and moved on to frequent-flyer programs, yieldmanagement systems (variable pricing systems), and fleetscheduling and maintenance systems. With Internet-based
3
e-commerce, the airlines shifted their attention to theirdistribution costs principally commissions paid to travelagents, their third highest cost after labor and fuel.First, to reduce distribution costs, they reducedtravel agents' commissions and, at the same time, set upwebsites and improved their call centers. They introduced e-ticket which eliminated the paper tickets that customerswere accustomed to having delivered to them by travelagents. After that, they made no secret of the fact thatthey were going to do everything possible to bypass thetravel agents to avoid paying commissions and to recapturethe principle relationship with their customers. Thislatter point was important because, even though theairlines' frequent-flyer programs tended to tie theircustomers to them more closely, travel agents represented a potentially influential intermediary between airlines andtheir customers (Harrell Associates, 2002). Travel agents,for example, could convince a traveler that it waspreferable to use a particular airline to fly from theUnited States, rather than another to Thailand, and thatthe added convenience would more than offset foregoing afew thousand frequent-flyer miles. In essence, thestrategic question for airlines and travel agents was
4
whether the airline or the travel agent 'owned' thecustomer.When new intermediaries Web-based travel agencies orcybermediaries such as Expedia and Travelocity evolved,they presented a new entity vying for the attention of theairlines' customers. The airlines responded by devotingmore resources to their websites and encouraged theirfrequent-flyer members to use them by offering mileagebonuses if they did. For instance, at one point, Northwest Airlines offered a new online booking program to small andmedium-size corporations that featured incentives includingfree tickets and upgrades, elite frequent-flier programstatus, airport lounge memberships, and travel managementaids. United Airlines offered a bonus of 25,000 miles toparticipants in its frequent-flier program who stayed atleast 10 times at Regent International Hotels by December30, 2000; each stay had to be a minimum of three nights.Travelers also needed to register with Regent and pay thecorporate room rate. British Airways established a Web siteusing London as a destination that contained in-depthinformation on the city from a variety of travel guidebooksas well as data on the newest restaurants, bars, clubs,theaters, and art exhibits. Visitors to the site could also
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buy airline tickets and reserve hotel rooms (Zongging Zhou,2004).The Internet provides airlines with the means tostrengthen substantially their relationships with all theircustomers. Airline loyalty schemes have been thetraditional means of binding customers to an airline.Superior customer service and tailored personal offeringshave been successful strategies for some airlines. TheInternet provides a new set of enhanced tools to enableairlines to develop special relationships with theircustomers. In addition to the airlines' websites thatfacilitate direct sales, there are many other examples: 1)set up e-mail lists to market unsold seats a few daysbefore flight time at discounted rates. 2) communication ofschedule changes directly to customers via WAP-enableddevices- phones, pages and PDAs. 3) web-enabled sales ofnon-airline products and services e.g. telephony, banking(Harrell Associates,2002).The advent of online booking, the commissions cut andcap by travel suppliers and carriers put tremendouspressure on travel agents. The best solution to offer totravel agents to cope with the reality of the changesbrought by the Internet is to identify and focus on the
6
pattern of air travel purchases. This study provides reference data for travel agents to pursue the development of their customer service as another market strategy.
Purposes of StudyThe purpose of this study is to investigate thecorrelation of U.S. domestic air travelers and patterns of air travel purchase within the U.S air travel industry. Influences on the patterns of air travel purchase involve1) demographic characteristics of travelers 2) benefits tothe customer 3) customer attitude toward service providersperformances within the air travel distribution channels(defined as airlines, web-based travel agents, andtraditional travel agents and 4) information sources usedto select and book a flight for business and leisure trips
Research QuestionsThis study seeks to answer the following questions:• What is the relationship between demographiccharacteristics and patterns of air travelpurchase?• How do the performances of service providersinfluence travelers' choices of providers?
7
• How do the service providers' benefits tocustomers influence travelers' choices ofproviders?• What is the most popular source of informationthat travelers used to select and book a flight?
HypothesesHl The frequency of the air travel purchase issignificantly affected by customer demographicsH2 Service providers' performances stronglyinfluence travelers' choices of providers.H3 Service providers' benefits influence travelerschoices of providers.H4 Internet is the most popular source ofinformation for travelers.
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Organization of the StudyThis chapter provides background of the researchproblems, statement of problems, purpose of study,organization of the study, and keywords. Chapter two provides a comprehensive literature review where background and problems of the U.S air travel distribution industryare discussed. Chapter three describes the methodology usedin this study. Chapter four presents the results. Thestatistical evaluations of travelers' attitude relevant tothe pattern of the air travel purchase are presented.Chapter five provides findings, conclusion, implication andrecommendation for travel agents, limitations andrecommendations for future research direction.
■ KeywordsFrequencyFrequency is defined as the number of times that atraveler has made a purchase airline ticket from serviceproviderDemographic DataCharacteristics of travelers that includes suchinformation as age, gender, annual income, and education.
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Service ProviderService providers within the air travel distributionchannels are defined as airlines, web- based travelagents, and traditional travel agents.Service Providers' PerformancesThe degree to which service provider fulfill thepurposes for which they were acquired, or which they arenow expected to-fulfill; ability to get best prices,accuracy of booking and good past experiences.Service Providers' BenefitsA favorable result that a traveler receive from aservice provider because of a particular advantage whichhas the ability to satisfy the traveler' needs.Pattern of Air Travel PurchaseThe study how travelers make decisions aboutpurchasing airline tickets with multiple decisionparametersAir Travel DistributionThe method through which a airline tickets soldincluding travel agents, GDSs, CRSs, cybermediaries, andairline websites, etc.
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CHAPTER TWOLITERATURE REVIEW
J Background on the Distribution in the United State Air Travel IndustryIn the 1920s, the airline reservation system wasfairly simple. A consumer had to contact the airline officein the departure city and, if the seat was available,reserve it for the desired date. The reservation process then evolved into a formalized three-step procedure wherean airline agent would determine availability, modify the inventory, and record the passenger record. This three-stepprocedure, which is now fully automated, remains relativelythe same today (Harrell Associates, 2002).In the early airline reservation system (ARS), manualsystems required centralized reservation centers. Thesereservation centers had groups of human beings in a roomthat used physical cards represented the availability ofairline seats. The ability to keep all the data updatedeventually led to reservation centers having the capabilityto price seats on airplanes at many different levels.Initially, there were only three reservation classes perflight (Harrell Associates, 2002).
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In 1953, American Airlines and IBM began a partnershipto develop the first computer system to handle airlinereservations, ticketing, schedules, seat inventories, andpassenger name records (PNRs). This development effort,which involved years of research and development, and over$40 million investment, was called SABRE (Semi-Automated Business Research Environment), a system that would allow real-time access to flight details in all of its offices by integrating and automating its booking and ticketingprocesses. At the time, Sabre was the largest commercialreal-time processing system in operation that wasaccessible to travel agencies.In an effort to increase productivity and capabilityfor handling information, airlines and travel agenciesbegan calling for the development of a neutral-widecomputer reservation system (CRS). The CRS connected thevarious ARSs together and made them available to travelagencies. Just as the invention of the ARS enabled theautomation of flight and seat control within an airline,the CRS concept automated the reservation process byplacing the reservation technology for all airlines on atravel agent's desk. Thus, the CRS concept eliminated theneed for travel agents to call the airline to make
12
reservations (Harrell Associates, 2002). As a result,travel agents could spend more time helping consumers. Inaddition, the airline companies saved millions of dollarswhen the majority of telephone-reservation work wastransferred to the travel agencies instead. In 1976, theCRSs were offered to travel agencies. The agencies paid a monthly subscription fee to the vender and the monthly feedepended on the level of usage. United Airlines beganinstalling its in-house Apollo CRS in travel agencies andAmerican Airlines soon followed.Prior to airline deregulation, the U.S. airlineindustry operated similarly to a public utility companywith each carrier's routes and prices set by a governingbody, the Civil Aeronautics Board (Harrell Associates,2002). In 1978, Congress passed the Airline DeregulationAct, which introduced true competition into the airlineindustry and applied free market principles to the U.S.airline business. The airlines were allowed to change theirroute and fare structure in order to respond to consumerdemand and competitive pressures from other airlinecarriers.By the mid 1990s, the major CRSs were replaced byGlobal Distribution Systems (GDS) which allowed travel
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agents to check real-time fight schedules, seatavailability, pricing information, as well as allow travelagents to issue tickets to consumers. The CRS evolved intoa GDS when the CRS companies expanded outside the U.S. toother parts of the world. The main purpose of the GDS is toprovide travel agents with a single reservation system thatsupports the sales of airline seats and travel products(such as hotel and car rentals) via a single computerterminal (Harrell Associates, 2002) .Today, there are roughly a dozen GDSs worldwide.However, there exist four major players in the GDS familywhich include Amadeus, Galileo, Sabre, and Worldspan(Harrell Associates, 2002). Amadeus, has become the worldleader among GDSs after merging with SystemOne, with a 27%market share. Galileo and Sabre follow behind Amadeus witha 22% market share each, while WorldSpan is last with a 10%market share (Harrell Associates, 2002).
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The United State Airline Travel Industry's Major Channel PlayersFive major companies exist within the U.S. air travel distribution industry.1. Travel agencies. There are two kinds oftraditional travel agencies1.1 National/Global Travel Agencies. Theytypically serve several market segments andoffer sophisticated marketing expertise aswell as strong IT systems support system.They serve multinational corporations andthus have a global presence. Examples ofcompanies in this group are American ExpressTravel Services, Carlson and Rosenbluth.1.2 Independent Local Travel Agencies. Companiesin this group mostly range from the verysmall, 2 person agencies that focus onserving individual clients to largeragencies that serve more than one marketsegment, including small to medium sizedcorporate clients.2. Airline Companies. The airline companies such asSouthwest Airlines, United Airlines, and
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Continental Airlines entered the Internet sceneafter the major cybermediaries, such asTravelocity and Expedia. Today, most majorairline companies have a Web site where consumershave the ability to purchase a travel ticket viatheir Web site.3. GDS companies. As mentioned previously, thereare four dominant players within the GDS. Theseinclude Sabre, Worldspan, Amadeus and Galileo.Sabre powers Travelocity's Web site, allowing itscustomers to have access to fares and schedules.Worldspan powers both Expedia and Priceline's Websites, again allowing its customers to haveaccess to fare and schedule information as itrelates to airlines, hotels, and car rentals(Global Aviation Associates, 2001). The GDScompany's revenue comes from booking fees chargedto airlines and subscription fees paid by travelagencies. The airline carriers are charged abooking fee for every ticket that is purchasedthrough a travel' agent.The subscription fees are typically chargedmonthly to travel agencies for having access to
16
the database of fares. The average net profitfor a GDS company is 13.6%, which is more thandouble the profit of any U.S. major airline andis more than three times the profit of the "bricks and clicks" agencies, which are agenciesthat operate both offline and online (GlobalAviation Associates, 2001). It is clear that theGDS companies have been the dominant playerwithin the industry.4. Web travel service providers/Cybermediaries.Cybermediaries are the new Internet-basedintermediaries who have arisen and areindependent of travel agents and airlines(although, in some cases, the more traditionalplayers invest in them). There exist many onlineagencies, such as CheapTickets.com,Lowestfares.com, and BuyTravel.com, to name afew. However, this paper will focus on the topthree cybermediaries which are Travelocity,Expedia, and Priceline.Travelocity was the first of the top threecybermediaries to launch on the Web in March1996. Travelocity is owned by Sabre, which is one
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of the top GDS companies today. Travelocity isconsidered the top ranked Internet site according to Global Aviation Associates, 2001. Travelocityhas access to over 700 airlines, 55,000 hotels,50 car rental companies and 6,500 cruise andvacation packages. Travelocity is a site whereconsumers can book a flight, car rental, hotel,and purchase a vacation package without leavingthe comfort of their home. Travelocity iscontracted with AOL, Yahoo, Lycos, CompuServe,Digital Cities, Netscape Netcenter, Go Network,and ExciteQHome (Bates, 2000; Global AviationAssociates, 2001). In an effort to obtain moreof the travel industry market share, Travelocitymerged with PreviewT.ravel ..com in October 1999(Bates, 2000; Greenberg, 2000). Travelocityoperates Web sites in the United Kingdom, Canada,and Germany. Travelocity's gross sales totaled$3 billion in 2001 (Zellner, 2002).Expedia was launched several months afterTravelocity in October 1996. Expedia is 85%owned by Microsoft (McDougall, 2000) . Expediahas access to over 450 airlines via its Web site.
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Expedia is just like Travelocity in thatconsumers can book a flight, car rental, hotel,and purchase a vacation package with theconvenience of never leaving the comfort of their home. Expedia is of course contracted with many Microsoft proprieties, such as MSN, Hotmail, andWebTV (Bates, 2000). Following in Travelocity'sfootsteps, Expedia purchased both Travelscape.comand Vacationspot.com in January 2000 (Bates,2000; Greenberg, 2000; McDougall, 2000) . Justlike Travelocity, Expedia's gross sales totaled$3 billion in 2001 (Zellner, 2002). However,Expedia exceeded Travelocity's 2001 fourthquarter earnings with $5.2 million in net profitversus Travelocity's $25 million loss (Zellner,2002). Expedia operates Web sites in the UnitedKingdom, Germany, Canada, France, Italy, and theNetherlands. Travelocity and Expedia combinedmake up 70% of the online market (Atkinson, 2001;Global Aviation, 2001).Priceline was launched in April 1998.During its first week on the Internet, the Website sold 162 airline tickets. Priceline
19
0
operates a "Name Your Own Price" bidding-type Web site. Consumers enter a price they are willing to pay for a particular airline ticket, providethe Web site with their credit card number andthen wait to see if their bid is accepted or denied. If it is accepted, the consumer is boundto that particular airline ticket regardless ofany unwanted layovers or multiple connections.Similar to the moves made by Travelocity andExpedia, Priceline also ventured into otheraspects of the industry with the purchase of boththe trademark and domain name of Lowestfare.com,the partnership with LastMinuteTravel.com and theagreement to market its "Name Your Own Price"booking engine on OneTravel.com's Web site(Williams, 2002).Priceline is an example of how the Internetcan be a very unpredictable wild ride. Pricelinewent through a period of discomfort during thelater part of 2000 with the departure ofPriceline's founder and vice president, JayWalker; the resignation of their CFO, HeidiMiller; the closure ..of the "Name Your Own Price"
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gasoline and grocery stores; and a plummeting stock price that hit rock bottom, going from $96 per share on March 13, 2000, to $1,125 per shareon December 26, 2000 (Williams, 2002) . Despitethe apparent bad-luck, Priceline has bounced backand today sells tens of thousands of airlinetickets daily (Williams, 2002).5. Third Party Websites. A number of air carriershave banded together to invest in and createthird party websites that would be materiallyless costly than GDSs although somewhat moreexpensive than their own websites. Two suchcreations are Orbitz and Hotwire, however, thispaper will focus on Orbitz who plays the majorrole among the third party websites.Orbtiz was launched last June and is a jointventure Web site by the top five U.S. airlines:American Airlines, United Airlines, DeltaAirlines, Northwest Airlines and ContinentalAirlines (Harris, 2002; Zellner, 2002). Thejoint venture, announced in November 1999, wascode-named "T2" after Arnold Schwarzenegger'sTerminator film for two reasons. For one, "T2"
21
was used to reflect the possible take over of theindustry by the giant venture. The second reasonOrbitz was coded named "T2" was to referenceOrbitz' aspirations to become known as"Travelocity2" (Bates, 2000). Orbitz is open toall travel suppliers and is able to provide Charter Associate Members with a booking fee costthat is roughly two-thirds that of thetraditional GDS. Currently, Orbitz has access toover 455 airlines nationwide, 210 hotel chains,42 car companies, and 18 cruise lines. UnlikeTravelocity and Expedia, Orbitz charges a flat $5fee per ticket purchased (Engle, 2002). Orbitz'ssuccess' has been driven by two primarycharacteristics: 1) a search engine that isunbiased and technologically advanced, and 2) atechnology that allows it to sell at asubstantially reduced cost when compared to thetraditional GDS that must rely on legacyarchitecture.In 2001, Orbitz has come under fire by otherplayers within the travel industry. The AmericanSociety of Travel Agents (ASTA) filed a compliant
22
against Orbitz in March 2002 claiming that Orbitzwas using "anti-competitive" practices("Complaint Dismissed," 2002). Specifically, theASTA claimed that Orbitz would lead to price­fixing and would obtain a "competitive edge" byoffering cheaper fares on its joint venture Website (Atkinson, 2001). The ASTA demanded thatOrbitz provide the travel agencies with theairline's lowest fares. This would seem like theproper thing for the airline companies to do.However, what the ASTA did not realize was thatit would still cost the airlines money to gothrough them versus having consumers purchasetravel online via Orbitz' Web site (Atkinson,2001). Therefore, economically speaking, itwould not make sense for Orbitz to offer suchspecial fares'to travel agencies. In September2002, the Transportation Department dismissed thecomplaints levied against Orbitz, stating therewas no need to further investigate the claim("Complaint Dismissed," 2002). However, By 2004,Orbitz still was under investigation by antitrust
23
regulators at the Justice Department (Harris,2002).To further dampen Orbitz' spirits, fiveCalifornia based travel agencies are currently suing Orbitz for "anti-competitive" practices. They are requesting that the lawsuit be changedto a class action status. In addition, thetravel agencies are demanding to be reimbursedfor commissions that would have been paid out tothem over the last four years if the travel agentcommissions had not continued to decrease.Ultimately, the travel agencies are insistingthat Orbitz be disbanded because they feel Orbitzis nothing more than a monopoly (Harris, 2002).According to Bob Jones, an analyst with theonline site, OneTravel.com, "It's [Orbitz] in theperfect position to quickly go from a benevolentoligopoly to a brutal monopoly" (Harris, 2002).This statement is perhaps made because Orbitz isplanning to completely eliminate the need forGDSs by developing the technology to directlyconnect the individual consumer to the Web sitewithout the need of a GDS (Doernhoefer, 2002).
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The claim that Orbitz is or will turn into amonopoly seems rather unfounded. Just becauseOrbitz offers the lowest fares doesn't mean thatOrbitz is going to turn into this giant that willdevour any competitors that get in its way.Furthermore, Orbitz has made it clear thatairlines are not required to offer their lowestfares only to Orbitz (Atkinson, 2001). Thismeans that the lowest airline fares will not onlyappear on Orbitz but on many other differentavenues.
How has the United State Air Travel Industry Changed?The Internet has caused the U.S air travel industry togo through a complete transformation with regard to howcompanies conduct business and consumers purchase travel.The air travel industry has experienced Internet"disintermediation" (Wilson, 1997). Disintermediation is"the reduction or elimination of the role of retailers,distributors, brokers, and other middlemen in transactionsbetween the producer and the customer" (Atkinson, 2001, p.1). Specifically related to the air travel industry, air
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travel suppliers' reliance upon travel "intermediaries"such as travel agencies and GDS companies is declining in wake of the Internet. With the help of the Internet, a power shift has occurred within the industry. The travelindustry has changed from supplier driven to consumer driven (Wilde & Rosen, 2000). The Internet is allowingconsumers to access information without the help of travelindustry "middlemen." Furthermore, consumers no longerhave to go through a travel agency or GDS company; ratherthey can now book a flight directly through an airlinecarrier. The consumers now hold the power and control as towhat they want and how much they are willing to pay for it.One of the most significant changes within the airtravel industry, travel agent commissions, has foreverchanged the way travel agencies conduct business. In 1995,travel agents on average received a 10% commission on everyairline ticket sold, regardless of price. Just two yearslater, in 1997, travel agent commissions averaged 8% perairline ticket (Wilson, 1997). By 2000, travel agentcommissions had decreased to a mere 4.47% per airlineticket (Rosen, 2000). The ultimate blow to travel agenciesoccurred in 2002. Led by Delta, travel agent commissionswere eliminated in March (Engle, 2002). All major U.S.
26
carriers also eliminated online commissions in October.However, both travel agencies and airline suppliers admit that "override" commissions continue to be given to travel agents for pushing business to a particular airline (Engle, 2002; Harrell Associates, 2002; O'Neill, 2002). These so-called "override" commissions are typically 1% to 2% of the ticket price (Engle, 2002). So, although commissions have been eliminated on paper, incentive based commissions continue to be offered based on the performance of thetravel agent.Some feel the elimination of agent commissions willdecrease the number of travel agencies and therefore, limitthe average consumer's travel choices. On the other hand,others feel the elimination of agent commissions willactually benefit consumers, by reducing travel agent biassince they no longer receive commissions (Engle, 2002).According to Engle (2002), travel agent bias will likelyincrease based on the fact that several travel agentsadvised Engle they will push travelers to make bookingswith airlines that will provide them with "override"commissions. It is clear that the elimination of agentcommissions will potentially perpetuate the existence oftravel agent bias. However, it appears that the
27
elimination of commission will not limit the averageconsumer's travel choices, rather will increase them asmore and more companies sell travel via the Internet.Many claimed the Internet will promote unemployment asmore and more consumers choose to buy travel online.Atkinson (2001) discounts this claim by stating, "At a timewhen unemployment is at a 25-year low, productivity is attwo-decade high" (p. 5). Atkinson (2001) further explainsthat even though higher levels of efficiency creates shortterm job loss, it promotes lower prices and higher wages;therefore, stimulating economic growth.
Why has the United State Air Travel Industry Changed?Why the travel industry has changed and continues tochange comes down to one word, money. With the birth ofthe Internet, the major players within the travel industryenvisioned their profit margins soaring higher and higherthan ever before. Therefore, airline companies, travelagencies, and the GDS companies alike, had to adjust to thechanges within the industry by altering the way theyconducted business.
28
Airline Companies/SuppliersThe Internet has allowed travel suppliers to reduce the cost of transacting business with consumers, to gain a better relationship with consumers, and to gain morecontrol over the travel industry. It is estimated that itcosts an airline company over $20 to process a ticket fromits own call center (Bates, 2000). An "e-ticket" costsroughly $0.30 to process in comparison to $9.49 for anairline ticket purchased from a traditional travel agent(Greenberg, 2000). It is ten times cheaper for airlinecarriers to issue an "e-ticket" versus a ticket purchasedvia a travel agent (Ott, 2000). If consumers purchaseairline tickets directly through the airline carrier's Website, the airline carrier can save approximately 15% perticket (Harrison, 2001b).Furthermore, a typical booking fee costs airlinesroughly $3.50 per ticket purchased through a travel agency.The booking fee is approximately 2.7% of the average ticketprice (Global Aviation Associates, 2001; Rosen, 2000). TheGDS companies increased their booking fees nearly 7% 1990and 2000 (Global Aviation Associates, 2001). Thisaccounted for a 79% increase in booking fees since1990(Global Aviation Associates, 2001). Even though the
29
major GDS companies have continually increased their booking fees charged to airlines, their processing and equipment costs have actually decreased over the past two decades (Global Aviation Associates, 2001). Clearly, both booking fees and commission fees can be avoided by consumers purchasing airline tickets directly through theairline's Web site.The Internet has also allowed airline companies toprovide a much more personalized experience for customers by offering frequent flier programs and by obtaining morepersonal information about consumers, such as what aconsumer wants to read, drink and where a consumer wants tosit on the plane (Bates, 2000). By airline companieschoosing to "direct connect" with their customers via theInternet, it is allowing airline companies to lower costs,relate with consumers, and regain power within the industry(DiSabatino, 2001).Travel AgenciesWith the elimination of both traditional and onlinecommissions paid to travel agents, travel agencies have hadto stay alive by charging additional service fees toconsumers. Since mid March 2002, travel agents haveincreased their service fees, sometimes even doubling them.
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The service fees charged by travel agencies have gone up from roughly $10 per ticket to roughly $50 per ticket, depending on the particular travel agency (Engle, 2002b).Global Distribution Systems CompaniesThe once dominant players within the travel industryare now seeing stiff competition from online agencies and airline companies thanks to the development of theInternet. Consolidation is occurring within the industryamong the major GDS companies in an effort to stay alive inthe industry. The competitiveness that exists between thetravel industry's major players is causing the industry toundergo consolidation, something that would typically occurlater in the growth of the online sector (Harrison, 2001).One of the major players, Galileo, was bought by CendantCorporation, the world's largest hotel franchiser and theowner of Avis Group Holdings Inc., the car rental agency(Harrison, 2001) . It is rumored that Cendant is alsolooking to acquire Worldspan, another major GDS company(Harrison, 2001, 2001b). In addition, Cendant Corporationbought CheapTickets Inc. last October (Harrison, 2001;Zellner, 2002). The major GDS companies, along with all ofthe major companies involved within the travel industrywill continue to consolidate and find other aspects of the
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travel industry to venture into, in an effort to remain oneof the dominant players. The changes that have occurred within the industry can be understood by taking a look at a communication and marketing theory.
Theories Applied to the Air Travel Industry Two theories that can be used to analyze and explainthe current changes within the travel industry include themedia richness theory and the attitude change theory. Both theories assist in our understanding of what is currently occurring within the travel industry. The first theorythat will be discussed and applied to the travel industryis the media richness theory.Media Richness TheoryThe media richness theory suggests that a mediumchosen to transmit a message depends upon the particulartask at hand. Media richness is defined as "the processingof rich information to reduce equivocality and sharemeaning" (Jackson & Purcell, 1997, p. 221). Daft andLengel suggest there are two underlying variables thatdrive an individual's media choice: Uncertainty andequivocality. Uncertainty is an absence of information,whereas equivocality refers to an absence of shared meaning
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(Jackson & Purcell, 1997). In other words, withequivocality, there exist "multiple and conflictinginterpretations" (Jarvelainen, 2000, p. 6). Equivocality is a more abstract concept that demands more interactive activities in order to achieve a shared meaning. Whereas uncertainty can be reduced with the help of information, information alone cannot reduce equivocality.Daft and Lengel suggest that media richness is definedand identified based on the ability of the medium to offerimmediate feedback, the ability of the medium to transmitinformation via multiple cues, the use of natural language,and the ability of the medium to have a personal focus(Harwood, 2000; Jackson & Purcell, 1997; Jarvelainen,2000). The information being transmitted through themedium can be communicated with the help of multiple cues,such as facial expressions, body language, and voice tones.These same cues can also be regarded as feedback(Jarvelainen, 2000). The media could use either naturallanguage or numeric information. The personal focus of themedium refers to the ability of the media to be customizedto the wants and needs of the individual who is receivingthe message. The richest media is considered face-to-facefollowed by the telephone, written documents, and numeric
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documents, in decreasing richness (Harmer, 2002;Jarvelainen, 2000).Media richness theory suggests, as well as pastresearch on media richness, that rich media is necessary inan equivocal situation (Harwood, 2000; Jackson & Purcell,1997; Jarvelainen, 2000). On the other hand, anuncertainty situation is decreased with the use of a leanermedium (Jarvelainen, 2000). This explains two phenomena occurring in the travel industry. First, it helps toexplain the explosion of consumers who are using theInternet to look and/or book travel online. Second, ithelps to explain the travel agency's dominance on foreigntravel, cruises,, and vacation packages. A consumer lookingand/or booking travel via the Internet is considered anuncertain situation.' It is considered an uncertainsituation and therefore multiple cues, immediacy offeedback and the personal focus are not necessary and/orneeded to purchase a flight via the Internet. If all aconsumer wants to do is book a flight online or look intosome travel information online, all they have to do is gainaccess to information. Once they have access to thatinformation, it will lower their uncertainty regardingtheir travel plan.
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On the other hand, a consumer purchasing a vacationpackage or cruise is considered an example of an equivocalsituation. In this particular situation, multiple cues, immediacy of feedback, the use of natural language, and the personal focus of the medium are all important indecreasing the level of equivocality. Purchasing avacation package or cruise is considered an equivocal situation because just having access to information willnot decrease the level of equivocality due to the fact thatpurchasing such an item is considered such a complex task. In the presence of a travel agent, the travel agent canclarify any sort of discrepancies and can help to obtain ashared understanding. A 2000 research study conducted andpublished by Bear, Stearns Equity Research found one of themain reasons why consumers are not using the Internet topurchase travel is because "they enjoy their personalrelationships with their travel agent, and trust theiragent's ability to solve problems" (Bush, 2000, p. 17) .This further identifies and clarifies that in equivocalsituations, such as purchasing a cruise, a much richermedia is necessary. The other theory used to explain thecurrent changes within the travel industry is the attitudechange theory.
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Attitude Change TheoryAn attitude is "the extent of liking or disliking something" (Mueller, 1986). Attitudes consist of threecomponents including a cognitive, affective, and behavioral component. The cognitive component refers to a person's beliefs, the affective component refers to a person's feelings, and the behavioral component refers to a person's actions. People in general are always adopting,abandoning, and/or modifying their attitudes to fit their ever-changing needs and interests. The attitude change theory states that attitudes change when a person receives new information from others (a cognitive change), through direct experience with the attitude object (an affectivechange), and when a person is forced to behave in a waydifferent than normal (a behavioral change) (Traindis,1971).The principles of the attitude change theory can beapplied to the travel industry. The attitude change theorycan be applied to the travel industry because people arealways changing their attitudes to fit their changing needsand interests. When people receive new information thatthey believe is good or useful to them, they will developfavorable attitudes about that specific information.
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Consequently, they will change their behavior and theirattitude towards .that new product, idea, or process.The way in which people purchase their airline tickets can be used to explain the attitude change theory as it relates to the travel industry. In the past, most people bought their tickets from travel agencies. They eithermade a phone call or went to the travel agency in person to purchase their tickets. The development of computertechnology and the Internet has greatly affected the travelindustry. The Internet has changed the way people buytheir tickets by giving them the option to purchase airlinetickets via the Internet rather than having to purchasetickets through a travel agent. As a result, people feelmore comfortable buying their tickets via the Internet.Many feel that buying airline tickets on the Internet is amore convenient way to purchase their airline tickets. TheInternet provides access to a wide variety of airlineinformation via the airline's very own Web site.Purchasing airline tickets via the Internet also allowspeople to save both time and money.With the ability to purchase airline tickets via theInternet, people have been introduced to a new process. Byexperiencing a more convenient way of purchasing airline
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tickets via the Internet, people have changed theirattitude and behavior in regards to the way they purchaseairline tickets. With the added convenience andinformation, people shifted their behavior from buying airline tickets from travel agencies to buying airlinetickets via the Internet. Table 1 is included to furtherexplain consumer's attitudes towards purchasing tickets via the Internet by applying the attitude change theory.
Table 1. The Attitude Change Theory
Attitude
component
Purchasing a travel ticket via the
Internet
Cognition
(belief)
- Purchasing tickets on the internet is very 
convenient.
- Shopping on the Internet can find the 
cheapest fares.
- Shopping on the Internet can provide 
a wide range of schedules.
- Shopping,on the Internet is now very 
secure.
Affect
(feeling)
- Purchasing a travel ticket via the 
, Internet is easy.
Purchasing a travel ticket on the Internet 
is "cool."
- I like to buy a ticket via the Internet.
Behavior
(action)
- Purchasing a travel ticket via the
Internet.
- Searching the Internet for a travel trip.
The attitude change theory helps to explain how andwhy consumer attitudes towards purchasing travel haschanged. As the travel industry continues to change, so
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will the consumer attitudes toward the travel industry. In an effort to perhaps change consumer attitudes regarding the travel industry, wireless technology has emerged as yetanother tool consumers can use to interact with the travelindustry companies.
Wireless TechnologyAll major U.S. airlines and online agencies use wireless technology to keep in touch with their customers.Consumers can have flight information sent to them viamobile phones, text pagers, email, personal digitalassistants (PDAs), fax, or from a personalized voice mailbox (this option is only available through Orbitz).Consumers can be sent schedule/gate changes, anddeparture/arrival times. Furthermore, consumers can alsobook a flight, hotel, or rental car and change theiritinerary all via their wireless device of choice. It wasestimated that 23 million people in the U.S. would use awireless device in 2003 (McDougall, 2000) . According toDon Addington, director of mobile solutions forTravelocity, number of consumers who actually used awireless device to purchase travel amounted to less than 1%of business for the full year of 2002 (Stone, 2001) . This
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is interesting to note considering the number of consumers who actually own a wireless device. Consumers using wireless devices to obtain travel information were likely increase, amongst other changes.
Strategies for Travel AgentsFacing this new challenge, travel agents had severaldifferent responses. The first was to blame the airlines, accusing them of breaking the traditional partnerships and practicing bad business ethics. The second was to simply give up, claiming that doomsday had come for the travelagents. The final one, this time positive, was to look forways to survive, compete, and ride the tidal wave of e-commerce.While all these reactions have some facts to supportthem and may be justified in specific circumstances, thereare three things travel agents need to do before theysubscribe to any particular visions or claims. First, theyneed to ask the questions about their business:1) Why arecustomers leaving us? 2) Are we meeting the changing needsof our customers? 3) How can we keep and grow our customerbase?
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Second, they need to ask questions about the use oftechnologies: 1) What can the Internet do for us and ourcustomers? 2) What can I do to take advantage of theInternet to meet the needs of 'my customers?Finally, travel agents have to realize and admit thefollowing facts about themselves before they canrealistically comprehend their current situations. Firstthey are almost totally at the mercy of travel suppliers for their revenue. Second, they have never been active participants in any technological advancement. Third, theyhave never clearly defined their role in relation toconsumers. By changing their attitudes toward technologyand defining their new role, travel agents can createstrategies to take advantage of the Internet and betterserve the needs of their customers.Despite all the hoopla about the death of themiddleman caused by the Internet, many travel agents arestill surviving and, in fact, doing quite well. This is notto dispute the fact that many small mom-and-pop travelagencies have closed their doors since Internetreservations became available. We have to admit that evenuntil today, the Internet is just beginning to beunderstood and its power and potential revealed. There are
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no certain ways to predict the future of its development and impact on travel agents. However, we can use somegeneral guidelines to help them better cope with the future. We can, as a general rule, predict the followingassumptions:1. Technology will not totally replace humanservice, but it will considerably reducedependence on it. Travel agents are not goingaway, but they will feel the pinch from now on.2. The travel information distribution system willundergo major shake-ups, and so will travelagents. Restructuring and forming newpartnerships are inevitable. Fee-based and value-added services will be combined. Only the fittestwill survive.3. Travel agents must find their niches in customerservice-areas where human service is superior tononhuman interaction-to find new customers and atthe same time to keep the old ones.Consumers are not using the Internet for cheap ticketsand inexpensive reservations. They are looking for valueand experience in their total travel purchase of travel
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products and services. Whoever can provide value and goodexperience will win the minds of the consumer.In order to support the above assumptions, we set outto explore the pattern of air travel purchase because webelieve that understanding the pattern of air travelpurchase is the first important step to lead travel agentsfind the right strategy to win their customers back. In thework outlined here, we investigated how travelersconceptualize the decision parameters of purchasing airtravel tickets by conducting a study of how consumers shopfor airline tickets. The results suggest trends in howdecisions are made to purchase airline tickets withmultiple decision parameters.
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CHAPTER THREEMETHODOLOGY
In this chapter the focus has shifted from theresearch problems and information needs to the strategic and tactical decisions that will achieve the objectives of the research purpose. Tactical research design decisions include questionnaire development, the design of the experiment, the sampling plan, and the data analysismethod. Also, issues relevant to the design of research project will be discussed in this chapter.
Research DesignThe questionnaire to be used in the research projectwas design for self-administration. It was designed, forself-administration, to eliminate the costs and potentialerrors associated with interviews. The questionnaireconsisted of yes and no, multiple choice, checklist andscale questions. It covered a wide range of issuesincluding1. Identifying the relationship of demographicprofile of travelers toward patterns of airtravel purchase
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2. Identifying the service providers' performanceswhich influence the travelers' choice ofproviders,3. Determining specific insights concerning theservice providers' benefits which influence thetravelers' choices of providers, and4. Identifying the sources of information that thetravelers used to select and book travelservices. ' ■
Questionnaire DesignThe questionnaire was designed to accomplish the fourresearch objectives. Before individual questionnaire itemswere written, four objectives were translated into specificinformation requirements or hypothesis. After that, thequestionnaire was created to elicit those possible answers.This study included specific hypotheses as to whichdemographic characteristics of travelers, sources ofInformation, service providers' benefits and performanceswould influence the patterns of air travel purchase withinthe U.S air travel industry. Each of these characteristicswas represented by a question so that the hypotheses could-be tested.
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Before specific questions were phrased, a decision wasmade as to the degree of freedom to be given respondents in answering the question. In this study, multiple choice,yes-no, checklist and scale point questions were employed.The order, • or sequence, of questions were determinedinitially by the need to gain and maintain the respondent's cooperation and make.the questionnaire as easy as possible for the researcher to administer. In order to helpestablish rapport and build the confidence of therespondents in their ability to answer, the questionnairestarted with an easy question about the purpose in takingthe trip. And then, the question flew logically from onetopic to the next. It can be seen from Q2-Q5. After that,the specific question about service providers' benefits andperformances were addressed and then ended with thesensitive questions about demographic data of respondents.
Target PopulationSince the research objective is to learn about thecorrelation of U.S air travelers and the patterns of airtravel purchase within the U.S air travel industry, atarget population for "a traveler" will be defined as aperson who has made U.S. domestic air trip for either
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business and pleasure/personal reasons in the past 12months (count each round trip as one trip). Also, "a traveler" will be defined more specifically as a person who is the U.S resident or non U.S resident that purchased air ticket for domestic flight through service providers in theUnited States.
Sample SelectionThe sampling procedure employed for the project wassimple random sampling. One hundred and fiftyquestionnaires were handed out to the U.S domestictravelers at Los Angeles International Airport (LAX).Ninety questionnaires were hand out to leisure travelers.Another sixty questionnaires were hand out to businesstravelers.
Data Collection MethodsThe questionnaires were handed out to respondents atLos Angeles International Airport (LAX) during February 02-04, 2005. The self-administered questionnaires were givento passengers who were waiting in line to check theirbaggage at U.S domestic flights. In an attempt to randomizean otherwise self-selected sample, majority of visitors
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were approached and asked if he/she would participate inthe study. On the first day, a lot of visitors declined toparticipate, stating that they were "too busy." Therefore,incentives such as souvenirs from Thailand were used on thesecond day to increase the response rate and more reliableresults.
Statistical AnalysisAnalysis will focus on frequencies, relativefrequencies, cross-tabulations, one sample t-test, andpaired samples t-test. Statistical Package for the SocialSciences for Windows 10.0(SPSS for Windows) program wasemployed for data processing.
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CHAPTER FOURRESULTS
The study of the correlation between the U.S domesticair travelers and pattern of air travel purchase within the U.S air travel industry was conducted under the principle guidelines of research methodology. One hundred fiftyquestionnaires were distributed to the U.S domestic airtravelers at the U.S domestic flight at the Los Angeles International Airport (LAX), however 142 or 94.66 percentwere returned. The data was analyzed using a program calledSPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Science forWindows).
Profile of RespondentsThe expectations of the numbers of questionnaires are150 but only 142 participated. Eighty-seven respondents areleisure travelers and another fifty-five are businesstravelers. Statistic from Table 1 shows that the sampleconsists of 62. respondents or 43.66 percent male and 80respondents or 56.34 percent female. As seen in Table 2,half of the respondents are in the age range between 18-35year-old (55.63%) followed by 35-53 year-old (27.46%), 54-
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None of them purchased an airline ticket for more than sixtimes a year.
Service Providers' PerformancesFrom Table 9, expectantly, the highest percentage ofrespondents shows that traveler mostly concerned about the ability to get the best price from service providers with69 respondents or 48.59 percent, followed by knowledge orlevel of expertise (8.45%). The numbers of respondents whoconcern about person to person contact or personalassistant and customer service are equivalent at 5.63percent in each group. Around 4.23 percent chose accuracyof booking, followed by time saver, company policy andincentive offered respectively.
Service Providers' BenefitsFrom Table 10, respondents were asked to evaluate anarray of service providers' benefits on scale type; not atall important, somewhat important, very important based onusefulness when purchasing airline ticket. It can be seenthat average 2.8521 or 28.52 percent of respondents feltthat the price value is the most important benefit,followed respectively by reliability or accuracy of
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booking, convenient departure and/or arrival times, most direct routes and fewest stopovers, 24-hour access, communication of schedule changes directly to customers, access to the Internet, airline's ground services and onlyairline with seats available. The small proportion ofrespondents fell into the categories of airlines in-flightservices, airline part of traveler package, aircraftpreference, reward offered, and large number of frequent-flyer program.
Sources of InformationFor this question, the researcher gave the opportunityfor participants to answer more than one answer. Therefore,the total counts are 258. Statistics from Table 11 showthat the Internet has exceeded other sources among businessand leisure traveler with 43.41 percent of respondents.Besides the Internet, 18.60 percent of traveler also usedfriends/relatives' recommendation or word of mouth to be apart of their decision in booking airline ticket. Travelmagazine (12.01 percent) is another source of informationthat traveler used to obtain information, followed bytravel agent (11.24 percent), auto club brochure/books
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(8.13 percent). The rest reported commercial from TV and email notification of fares to be a part of their decision.
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CHAPTER FIVEFINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATION FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
This chapter consists of discussion of the findings, recommendation, limitations and extensions of this studyfor follow-up research. Even under the limitations whichgoverned this modest study conducted by a single individual with no special resources or funding, the raw data, simply calculated, supports the assumptions underlying theresearch questions
FindingsRQ1: What is the relationship between demographiccharacteristics and patterns of air travel purchase?This question seeks to identify the relationship ofdemographic profile of travelers toward pattern of airtravel purchase. The focus here is on the demographic dataand the frequency of loyal traveler that purchase airlineticket from same service providers within the past 12
months.Five demographics were tested, including gender, age,level of education, annual income and occupation. The
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results from each demographic characteristic show that large proportion of respondents usually purchased airline ticket from the same service providers less than 3 times ayears. From Table 12-16, service providers can learn thatloyal travelers are between the ages of 18-35 years old, can be either male or female, have some college degree, earn an annual income under $25,000 and mostly aresecretary, clerk or office worker.Hl The frequency of air travel purchase from thesame service provider is significantly affectedby traveler demographics.Hl.l The frequency of air travel purchase from thesame service provider is significantly affectedby gender of traveler.Hl.2 The frequency of air travel purchase from thesame service provider is significantly affectedby age of traveler.Hl.3 The frequency of air travel purchase from thesame service provider is significantly affectedby education of traveler.Hl.4 The frequency of air travel purchase from thesame service provider is significantly affectedby annual income of traveler.
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Hl.5 The frequency of air travel purchase from thesame service provider is significantly affectedby occupation of traveler.To test hypotheses H1.1-H1.5 paired samples t-testwere conducted to test if the frequency of air travelpurchase from the same service provider is significantlyaffected by gender, age, education, annual income andoccupation. Each result of the test was significant at the.05 level. The results, as presented in Table 17 indicatethat there are no significant difference observed betweenfrequency of air travel purchase from the same serviceprovider and traveler demographics. Base on these results,H 1.1-1.5 are rejected. Therefore, the frequency of airtravel purchase from the same service provider is notsignificantly affected by traveler demographics.
RQ2: How do the performances of service providers influencetravelers' choices of providers?The second research question seeks to identifyperformances of service providers within the air travelindustry which influence the travelers' choices ofproviders. Statistic from Table 18 shows that 60 percent of
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travelers who purchased airline tickets from travel agents are mostly concerned with the ability of the service provider to get the best prices, followed by of knowledgeor level of expertise, customer service, and time saver.As for online booking, travelers are mostly concerned with the ability to get the best prices, followed by accuracy of booking, knowledge or level of expertise,person to person contact,.customer service, company policy,and incentive offered respectively,For airline website booking, travelers also ranked theability to get the best price and accuracy of booking. Lastbut not least, Travelers who booked airline ticket troughtoll-free number are mostly concerned with the price valueas the same with other groups of traveler.H2 Service providers' performances stronglyinfluence travelers' choices of providers.From Table 20, to test hypotheses H2 paired samples t-test was conducted to test if the service providers'performances strongly influence travelers' choices ofproviders. The result of the test was significant at the.05 level. The results, as presented in Table 19 indicatethat there are no significant differences observed between
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service providers' performances and travelers' choices ofproviders. Base on these results, H 2 is rejectedTherefore, the service providers' performances do not strongly influence travelers' choices of providers.
RQ3: How do the service providers' benefits to customers influence travelers' choice of providers?IThe third research question determine specific insights concerning the service providers' benefits that influence travelers' choice of providers. From the resultsof the questionnaire as seen in Table 10, we are able todistinguish which benefit was most important, somewhatimportant and not important at all. As seen in Table 20,ten benefits were examined by using four service providers.Results reported that large proportion of travelers whopurchased airline tickets through four service providersare mostly concerned with the price value.The findings also indicate in detail that besidesprice value, direct routes and fewest stopovers, convenientdeparture and arrival times, and reliability and accuracyof booking also rank high on travelers' choices of travelagents. Like online booking, travelers also reported thatbesides price value, reliability or accuracy of booking,
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convenient departure and arrival times, direct routes andfewest stopovers, and access to the Internet are the mostuseful benefit for them.For airline website booking, except for price value, travelers are mostly concerned with large number of FFPpoints, in-flight service, airlines' ground services, and aircraft preference. The fewest number of respondents choseto purchase airline ticket through toll-free number andfelt that price is the most important concern for them.H3 Service providers' benefits influence travelers'choices of providers.H3.1 Cheapest available fare influences travelers'choices of providers.H3.2 Reliability or accuracy of booking influencestravelers' choices of providers.From Table 21, to test hypotheses H3.1- H3.2, pairedsamples t-test was conducted to test if the Cheapestavailable airfare and reliability or accuracy of bookinginfluence travelers' choices of providers. The results ofthe test were significant at the .05 level. The results, aspresented in Table 21 indicate that there is no significantdifference observed between cheapest available airfare andreliability or accuracy of booking and travelers' choices
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of providers. Based on these results, H 3.1- 3.2 are
rejected. Therefore, the cheapest available airfare and
reliability or accuracy of booking do not influence the
travelers' choices of providers.
RQ4: What is the most popular source of information that
travelers used to select and book a flight?
The fourth research question identifies the sources of
information travelers used to select and book a flight for
business and leisure trips. Specifically, respondents were
asked for their opinion to the source of information used
to select and book a flight. The findings are presented in
Table 11. Obviously, travelers used the Internet as their
number one source for both business and leisure trips.
H4 Internet is the most popular source of
information for travelers.
From Table 22, to test hypotheses H4 one sample t-test
was conducted to test if the Internet is the most popular
source of information for travelers. The result of the test
was significant at the .05 level. The results, as presented
in Table 22 indicate that there is no significant
difference observed between service providers' performances
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and travelers' choices of providers. Based on theseresults, H 4 are rejected. Therefore, the Internet is notthe most popular source of information for travelers.
Implications and RecommendationsThis research was conducted to investigate the correlation of U.S. domestic air travelers and patterns ofair travel purchase within the U.S air travel industry. The findings intended to provide travel agents a practical guideline and suggest a framework for them to cope with the reality of the changes brought by the Internet. The results show significant points listed below.1. Although the hypotheses testing from the firstresearch question shows that the loyal pattern ofair travel purchase is not influenced by travelerdemographics, the results from survey can givethe researcher some, idea about the correlationbetween the loyal pattern of air travel purchaseand traveler demographics that travelers fromdifferent demographic segments will response todifferent degree of loyalty.Travelers can be divided into groupsaccording to their degree of loyalty. Some
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travelers are completely loyal, for example, theypurchase airline ticket from the same serviceprovider every time they travel. Others aresomewhat loyal. They might be loyal to two orthree service providers or favor one providerwhile sometimes purchasing from others. Still other travelers show no loyalty to any provider.They either want something different each timethey purchase ticket or they purchase whatever ison sale.This can be applied to travel agents thatthey' need to learn how to use their existingcustomer database to understand travelers' needsand ask their customers what they can do for themto keep them as loyal customer. They can learn alot by analyzing loyalty patterns in theirmarket. It should start by studying their ownloyal customers. By studying its less-loyaltravelers, travel agents can detect which travelservices are most competitive with its own. Bylooking at customers who are shifting away fromtheir service, travel agents can learn abouttheir marketing weaknesses. As for non-loyal
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customers, travel agents may attract customers byputting their services on sale.2. The hypotheses testing from the second researchquestion shows that there is no significantdifference observed between service providers' performances and travelers' choices of providers. Therefore, the service providers' performances donot strongly influence travelers' choices ofproviders. However the correlation betweenservice providers' performances and travelers'choices of providers can lead to a greaterunderstanding of relationship of both variables.The survey results suggest travelerspurchase airline tickets from different providersdue to different needs and wants. Providers whocan create strategies to take advantage of theirstrengths to better serve the needs of theircustomers will win customers' minds. It iscritical for travel agencies to sell the value oftheir services and expertise over price tosustain long-term relationships with customersand be profitable. The recommendation for travelagents is to differentiate themselves from other
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providers by applying the following strategies totheir business.2.1 Bring out their strengthsTravel agents have much to offercustomers in air travel industry. Theirknowledge of the industry, their human touchand personal relationship with customers,their vast base of existing customers and their traditional role of being aneighborhood store provide them with a solidfoundation to play competitively in themarket. It is critical for travel agents tobring out these strengths while avoidingtheir weaknesses. It can be implied thattravel agents must find their niches incustomer service in the areas where humanservice is superior to nonhuman interactionto find new customers and at the same timeto keep the old ones.2.2 Redefine their role and relationship totheir customer.The traditional travel agents' businessmodel needs to be revamped. A business model
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that was based totally on commissions and atthe mercy of a single source was very vulnerable. Travel agents need to changefrom a ticket retailer to travelinformation, from a product-orientedbusiness to a service oriented one. Forexample, they need to specialize in one ofseveral ways. They need to perhapsspecialize by type of travel e.g. cruiseonly agencies, by destination e.g. Australiaspecialists, and by type of passenger e.g.gay travel specialists. They need tospecialize and sell in conjunction with onlyone or two partner suppliers e.g. car rentalcompanies. Perhaps they might alsospecialize in providing contract travelservices to specific major customers, ratherthan general travel services to the generalpublic.3. Table 20 from the third research question showsthe correlation between service providers'benefits and travelers' choice of providers. Itcan be seen that travelers do not want just only
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cheap ticket and convenient itinerary. They arelooking for value and experience in their ticketspurchased e.g. travel information, and travelplanning. As far as the competition goes, travelagents have to differentiate themselves fromother providers by offering and shifting thefocus from price to value.Another concern for travel agents is theloss of commission income. Travel agents need to make up for this by charging fees to companiesand individual travelers who use the services ofa travel agent. Charging a service fee willrequire travel agents to demonstrate that theyare adding value, otherwise travelers will usethe less expensive airline direct services. Beloware the examples of what travel agents may add totheir services for their customers.•' Negotiate with an airline to make availableseats on flights that are otherwise sold out• Get traveler priority wait listing onflights
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• Negotiate with an airline to get traveler alower fare even though it is showing soldout in the computer• Help traveler to get the best seat pre­assignments possible• Pro-actively monitor flights and fare andtell travelers if better itineraries orfares.come along• Act as travel agent advocate in dispute andproblem resolution• Be available for emergency problems andflight changes• Can sometimes obtain discounted consolidatedtickets on domestic flights• Can almost always obtain discountedconsolidated tickets for internationalflights4. Even the result from hypothesis testing showsthat the Internet is not the most popular sourceof information for travelers. In actuality, moreand more people are using the Internet for travelinformation, planning, reservation and booking.
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The Internet is changing the way consumers access travel information, plan their trips, andpurchase the products and services. The impact ofthe Internet on air travel distribution is farreaching, especially in the area of travelinformation distribution, marketing, planning andbooking. As the technology keeps changing, newinnovations and solutions are being added dailyto take advantage of this new medium. It isimportant for travel agents to learn how to takeadvantage of this medium.The strategy that travel agents should consider is toadopt web-based technology. Overall, travel distribution ismore efficient with the application of the Internet andWeb-based tools. The Internet enables customer and agencyto be better informed, so when it is time to book a trip,fewer question need to be answered. Traditional agenciesshould recognize the importance of the Internet as acomplementary distribution channel to their services, theymust increasingly use the Internet and leverage other Web-based tools to increase productivity. For example travelagents can use email as a direct marketing tool to target
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customers with tailored products based on their past
patterns of purchase.
Limitations and Recommendations
Sample sizes are generally too small to represent the
entire population of business and leisure travelers and
also only single area in the Southern California was
examined, given the researcher' geographic and demographic 
limitations. Future researchers may consider replicating 
this study and increasing the sample size in other area of 
California and other states. Comparisons from region to 
region can then be assessed. Additionally, other forms of
research methods should be considered. Further, in the
future a more stringent random sampling procedure should be
used so that results can be more generalizable to
population.
The list of service providers' benefits was derived
from promotional materials of some airlines and travel
agents therefore it cannot adequately represent the serviceproviders' benefits. To complement this work, it might be
useful to conduct in-depth qualitative research with both
leisure and business travelers. This would enable fuller
investigation of the benefits sought by travelers, their
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perceptions of current benefits, potential disadvantages and other nuances. A similar approach with other key- persons in the decision-making process might also repay investigation.And also, the list of service providers' performances cannot provide a complete picture of all service providers'performances in the distribution channel. Based oh reviewsof related studies, there are so many practices that service providers have implemented to improve and enhancetheir customer services. We recommend extend research onthe attitude of traveler toward service providers'performances in more detail. A more extensive study mightoffer more reliable results.Based on our findings, it can be seen that theInternet is number one source of information that businessand leisure travelers used to select and book a flight. Wesuggest research to examine the impact of the Internet onair travel purchase. Not only will these studies discovereffect of the Internet toward air travel distributionchannels, but they will serve as a source of comparisondata with other outcome studies.
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The Future of the Travel Industry and ConclusionWith the travel industry changing at such a remarkablepace, it is hard to say without a doubt what to expect in the near future. For sure, as more and more people feelcomfortable using the Internet, the online travel revenuewill continue to increase. Supplier online sales will alsocontinue to increase as they continue to offer consumer incentive programs, such as frequent flyer programs andspecial e-fares to attract consumers to their Web sites(Atkinson, 2001). We believe the relationship between thetravel industry and wireless technology will continue tomerge as more and more consumers opt to obtain their travelinformation via their wireless device of choice. It isexpected that travel agencies will continue to go out ofbusiness but will never die out. Just as ForresterResearch analyst Henry Hareveldt said, "The Internet is notthe end for travel agents but a challenge for them" (Wilde& Rosen, 2000). We feel that travel agencies will never goout of business because they offer customer service,personalized travel experiences, ability to plan complexitineraries and travel industry expertise that is hard tocome by on the Internet. It is clear that one of "the main
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thing[s] that will keep travel agents alive is person-to-person interaction" (Greenberg, 2000, p. 125). This strongreliance on face-to-face communication explains why theInternet will more than likely never become the dominantchannel of choice for travel purchases by consumers (GlobalAviation Associates, 2001). It is clear that the Internethas made a huge imprint on how the travel industryfunctions and will continue to do so in the near future.
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APPENDIX AQUESTIONNAIRE
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Please answer all questions that apply to you and check one answer for each question.Section I: General Information
1) What is your main purpose for traveling by air in the past 12 months?(Please check only one answer)
O Business 
O Pleasure/Personal2) What method did you use to purchase your air ticket?
O Through a travel agent
O Online travel agent; e.g: Priceline.com, Expedia.com, etc)
O Airline website; e.g: Southwest Airline)
O At the airport
O Telephone (calling direct to the airline)
O Free (like redemption)
O Other (please specify)_________________________________________3) Who made the decision regarding the airline flown on this trip?
O I primarily chose the airline
O Travel agent/Co. travel department chose the airline 
O Friend or companion chose the airline 
O Airline was included in my tour package 
O Other (please specify)__________________________________________4) How often did you purchase airline tickets from the same service provider within the past 12 months?
O None
O 1 to 3 times a year
O 4 to 6 times a year
O More than 6 times a year
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Section II: Preference5) What was the most important performance that made you purchase the airline ticket from a service provider stated in Question 2? (Please check only one answer)______________ Knowledge______________ Time saver______________Ability to get the best prices______________ Loyalty/good past experiences______________ Company policy______________ Person to person contact______________ Customer services______________Accuracy of booking______________ Incentive offered______________ Internet access6) Please tell us how important each of the following benefit was in making your decision to purchase air ticket from service provider stated in Question 2 within the past 12 months.
Not at
all
important
Somewhat
Important
Very
Important
Cheapest available fare O O O
Large number of frequent- 
flyer program
o O o
Reward offered o o o
Reliability/accuracy of 
booking
o o o
Flight came in package o o o
E-mail travel alerts o o o
Access to the Internet o o o
Communication of schedule 
changes directly to 
customers via WAP-enabled 
devices e.g. phones, pagers, 
and PDAs
o o o
24-hour access o o o
Airline's departure and/or 
arrival time was more 
convenient
o o o
Airline's flight had fewer 
stops or better connections
o o o
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Airline's in-flight services 
are better (meals, movies, 
flight attendants, etc.)
O o o
Airline's ground services 
are better (ticketing, 
baggage handling, check-in, 
etc.)
O o o
That Airline was the only 
airline with seats available
o o o
Aircraft preference o o o
Section III Sources of Information7) How do you obtain information used to select and book a fight for your trip?
O TV
O Radio
Q Newspaper
O Travel magazines
O Auto club brochures/books
O Ask a travel agent
O Call travel supplier directly using a toll-free number 
O Internet
O E-mail notification of fares
O Friends/relatives
Q Other (please specific)________________
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Section IV: Demographic Data8) Your gender:
O Male
O Female9) What age group are you in?
O Under 18 
O 18-35 
O 36-53 
O 54-70 
O Over 7010) Education:
O High school or under
O Some college
O College graduate
O Post graduate11) Annual Income:
O Under $25,000
O $25,000-49,999
O $50,000-74,999
O $75,000-100,00
O Higher than $100,00012) What is your occupation?
O Executive/Manager 
O Government/Military •
O Teacher/Professor 
Q Professional/Technical 
O Salesman/Buyer 
O Craftsman/Laborer 
O Religious/Clergy 
O Secretary/Clerk/Office worker 
O Airline employee/Travel agent 
O Homemaker
O Student
O Self-Employed
O Retired
O Unemployed
O Other (please specify)____________
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Table 1. The percentage of respondents by gender
Gender Frequency Total
Business
Traveler
Leisure
Traveler
n g,"o
Male 18 44 62 43.66
Female 37 43 80 56.34
Total 55 87 142 100.0
Table 2. The percentage of respondents by age
Age Frequency Total
Business
Traveler
Leisure
Traveler
n o,o
Under 18 4 4 2.82
18-35 22 57 79 55.63
35-53 27 12 39 27.46
54-70 6 14 20 14.08
Total 55 87 142 100.00
Table 3. The percentage of respondents by education
Education Frequency Total
Business
Traveler
Leisure
Traveler
Some College 19 48 67 47.18
College 15 21 36 25.35
Post College 21 18 39 27.46
Total 55 87 142 100.00
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Table 4. The percentage of respondents by annual income
Annual Income Frequency Total
Business
Traveler
Leisure
Traveler
n o,o
Under $25,000 15 ■ 30 45 31.69
25,000-49,999 17 29 46 32.39
50,000-74,999 18 15 33 23.24
75,000-100,000 4 3 7 4.93
Higher than 
100,000
. 1 10 11 7.75
Total 55 87 142 100.00
Table 5. The percentage of respondents by occupation
Occupation Frequency Total
Business
Traveler
Leisure
Traveler
n o,o
Executive/Manager 20 4 24 16.90
Government/Military 0 2 2 1.41
Teacher/Professor 5 2 7 4.93
Professional/Technical 3 11 14 9.86
Salesman/Buyer 5 11 16 11.27
Secretary/Clerk/ 
Office Worker
10 20 30 21.13
Homemaker 0 4 4 2.82
Student 0 17 17 11.97
Self-Employed 12 4 16 11.27
Retired 0 10 10 7.04
Total 55 85 140
Missing 2 2 1.41
Total 142
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Table 6. The percentage of method to purchase 
an airline ticket
Method to Purchase an Business Leisure Total
Airline Ticket ■ Traveler Traveler n/%
Through a travel agent 6 29 35 24.65
Online travel agent 43 56 99 69.72
Airline website 6 0 6 4.23
Telephone 0 2 2 1.41
Total 55 87 142 100.0
Table 7. The percentage of decision maker purchasing 
an airline ticket
Decision Maker Business
Traveler
Leisure
Traveler
Total
n/%
Myself 26 44 70 49.30
Travel agent 2 17 19 13.38
Friend or Company 27 12 39 27.46
Airline included 0 14 14 9.86
Total 55 87 142 100.00
Table 8. The percentage of frequency for purchasing 
an airline ticket
Frequency for Purchasing Business Leisure Total
an Airline Ticket Traveler Traveler n/%
1 to 3 times a year 42 87 129 90.85
4 to 6 times a year 13 0 13 9.15
Total 55 87 142 100.00
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Table 9. The percentage of service providers' performances
Service Provider 
Performance
Frequency Total
Business
Traveler
Leisure
Traveler
n O,O
Knowledge 0 12 12 8.45
Time saver 0 2 2 0.07
Ability to get 
the best price
35 34 69 48.59
Loyalty/good past 
experience
0 0 0 0
Company Policy 2 0 2 0.70
Person to person contact 0 8 8 5.63
Customer service 0 8 8 5.63
Accuracy of booking 6 0 6 4.23
Incentive offered 0 1 1 0.07
Internet access 0 0 0 0
Total 55 87 142 100.00
Table 10. The percentage of service providers' benefits
Service Providers' 
Benefits
Travelers' Evaluation Mean
Response
N O.O s O,O V Q.*0
Cheapest available 
fare
— 21 121 2.8521
Large number of 
frequent-flyer 
program
85 52 5 1.4366
Reward offered 68 51 23 1.6831
Reliability/accurac 
y of booking
5 17 120 2.8099
Flight came in 
package
58 41 43 1.8944
E-mail travel 
alerts
86 50 6 1.4366
Access to the
Internet
18 55 69 2.3592
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Communication of 
schedule changes 
directly to 
customers via WAP- 
enabled devices 
e.g. phones, 
pagers, and PDAs
45 40 57 2.5211
24-hour access 18 26 98 2.5634
Airline's departure 
and/or arrival time 
was more convenient
31 111 2.7817
Airline's flight 
had fewer stops or 
better connections
14 24 104 2.6338
Airline's in-flight 
services are better 
(meals, movies, 
flight attendants, 
etc.)
44 52 4 6 2.0141
Airline's ground 
services are better 
(ticketing, baggage 
handling, check-in, 
etc.)
34 52 56 2.1549
That Airline was 
the only airline 
with seats 
available
28 65 49 2.1479
Aircraft preference 32 81 29 1.9789
Average 2.2178N = Not at all important S = Somewhat Important V = Very Important
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Table 11. The percentage of respondents using 
information sources
Source of Information Frequency Total
Business
Traveler
Leisure
Traveler
n O.O
TV 0 12 12 4.65
Radio 0 0 0 0
Newspaper 0 0 0 0
Travel Magazines 5 26 31 12.01
Auto Club 
Brochure/Books
10 11 21 8.13
Ask a travel agent 8 21 29 11.24
Toll-free number 0 0 0 0
Internet 50 62 112 43.41
E-mail notification of 
fares
0 5 5 1.93
Friends/Relatives 8 40 48 18.60
Total 81 177 258 100.00
Table 12. .The cross tabulation between frequency for 
purchasing an airline•ticket and age of 
respondents
Age
Frequency for 
Purchasing an Airline 
Ticket
Under
18
18-35 35-53 54-70 Total
One to three times a 
year
4 67 38 20 129
Four to six times a 
year
12 1 13
Total 4 79 39 20 142
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Table 13. The cross tabulation between frequency for 
purchasing an airline ticket and gender of 
respondents
Gender
Frequency for 
purchasing an airline 
ticket
Male Female Total
One to three times a 
year
62 67 129
Four to six times a 
year
13 13
Total 62 80 142
Table 14. The cross tabulation between frequency for 
purchasing an airline ticket and level of 
education.
Level of Education
Frequency for 
purchasing an airline 
ticket
Some
college
Colleg
e
Post
College
Total
One to three times a 
year
66 24 39 129
Four to six times a 
year
1 12 13
Total 67 36 39 142
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Table 15. The cross tabulation between frequency forpurchasing an airline ticket and annual income of respondents
Annual Income
Frequency
for
purchasing 
an airline 
ticket
Under 
$25,000
$25,000- 
$49,999
$50,000- 
$74,999
$75,000- 
$100,000
Higher
than
$100,0
00
Total
One to
three 
times a 
year
45 34 33 6 11 129
Four to
six times 
a year
12 1 13
Total 45 46 33 7 11 142
Table 16. The cross tabulation between frequency for purchasing an airline ticket and occupation of respondents
Occupation
Frequency for purchasing an 
airline ticket
E G T Tec
h
S Se
c
One to three times a year 13 2 7 13 16 30
Four to six times a year 11 1
Total 24 2 7 14 16 30
Occupation
Frequency for purchasing an 
airline ticket
H Stu Sel
f
R Tota
1
One to three times a year 4 17 15 10 127
Four to six times a year 1 13
Total 4 17 16 10 140E = Executives H = HomemakerG = Government T = Teacher Tech = Technical S = Salesman Sec = Secretary
Stu = StudentSelf = Self-EmployedR = Retired
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Table 17. The paired-samples t-test
for Hypothesis 1.1-1.5
Mean t df Sig. (2-tailed)
Frequency - Gender -.4718 -11.223 141 .000
Frequency - Age -1.4366 -19.658 141 .000
Frequency - 
Education
-1.7113 -23.176 141 .000
Frequency - Annual 
Income
-1.1549 -11.261 141 .000
Frequency - 
Occupation
-6.4143 -16.320 141 .000
Table 18. The cross tabulation between Service providers' 
performances and traveler choices of providers
Performances Service Providers
T o_o 0 o,0 A O,O C g.0
Knowledge/Level 
of expertise
8 22.80 21 21.21 — —
Time Saver 2 5.7 - - -
Ability to get 
the best prices
21 60.0 41 41.41 5 83.33 2 100
.0
Loyalty/good past 
experiences
— — —
Company Policy - 2 2.0 - -
Person to person 
contact
8 8.0 —
Customer services 4 11.42 4 4.0 - -
Accuracy of 
booking
— 22 62.85 1 16.66 —
Incentive offered - 1 1.0 - -
Internet access - - -
Total 35 100 99 100 6 100 2 100
T = Tarvel Agents
0 = Online Travel Agents
A = Airline Websites
C = Calling Direct or Toll Free Number
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Table 19. The paired-samples t-test 
for Hypothesis 2
Mean t df Sig. (2-tailed)
Method to purchase 
- performance
-2.0141 -9.857 141 .000
Table 20. The cross tabulation between Service providers' 
benefits and traveler choices of providers
Benefits Service Providers
T 0 A C
Cheapest available 
fare
2.7429 2.8788 3.0000 3.0000
Large number of 
frequent-flyer program
1.7143 1.2626 2.8333 1.0000
Reward offered 1.6000 1.6667 2.0000 3.0000
Reliability/accuracy 
of booking
2.6857 2.8485 2.8333 3.0000
Flight came in package 1.8857 1.8384 2.8333 2.0000
E-mail travel alerts 1.3143 1.4141 2.0000 3.0000
Access to the Internet 1.7429 2.5253 3.0000 3.0000
Communication of 
schedule changes 
directly to customers 
via WAP-enabled 
devices e.g. phones, 
pagers, and PDAs
2.5143 1.9495 2.1667 3.0000
24-hour access 2.4286 2.5758 3.0000 3.0000
Airline's departure 
and/or arrival time 
was more convenient
2.7143 2.7879 3.0000 3.0000
Airline's flight had 
fewer stops or better 
connections
2.7143 2.5758 3.0000 3.0000
Airline's in-flight 
services are better 
(meals, movies, flight 
attendants, etc.)
2.3714 1.8384 2.8333 2.0000
Airline's ground 
services are better
2.4857 1.9697 3.0000 3.0000
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(ticketing, baggage 
handling, check-in, 
etc.)
That Airline was the 
only airline with 
seats available
2.0.571 2.1414 2.8333 2.0000
Aircraft preference 1.7714 1.9798 2.8333 3.0000
N (Number of 
Respondents)
35 99 6 2T = Tarvel Agents A = Airline Websites0 = Online Travel Agents C = Calling Direct or TollFree Number
Table 21. The paired-samples t-test for Hypothesis 3
Mean t df Sig.(2- 
tailed)
Method to purchase - 
Cheapest available 
airfare
-1.0141 -18.228 141 .000
Method to purchase- 
Reliability or accuracy 
of booking
-.9718 -15.786 141 .000
Table 22. The one-sample t-test for Hypothesis 4
Mean
Differen
ce
t df Sig. (2- 
tailed)
Internet 1.2113 35.235 141 . 000
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